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Quality detailing and custom features 
make all the difference in lifetime 
value with truck bodies from Cottrill.

The
is in

Difference
The Build

Choosing the truck body you want is just one step  
toward the truck you really need for a productive life  
of farm service.
The heavy-duty truck and body experts at Cottrill Heavy Equipment are ready to show 
you how a better build based on commitment to customer needs can add extra value 
for the best return on your truck investment.

Increased productivity
Optimum payloads, smart features and 
attachments; built-in durability for  
maximum uptime.

Simple operation
Custom options to suit your work, your 
equipment and your roads; convenient 
controls for a truck that works with you.

Longer life
Trusted brand name components from  
end-to-end; premium finishing to keep your 
truck looking and working like new.

Lasting confidence
At Cottrill, we service what we sell; we take 
every step to make you proud to say your  
truck is built by Cottrill!



Since 1999, Cottrill Heavy Equipment has been fabricating, integrating, repairing and servicing trucks, trailers and 
equipment for heavy-duty work in rural applications.

Cottrill takes pride in knowing its customers, understanding their needs and delivering the best truck solutions based  
on a quality build every time.

Today’s top brands in specialty truck bodies trust Cottrill 
to install and support their products with an unrivalled 
commitment to customer service. 

The Difference Is In The Build
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Strength & Weight: Cottrill 
offers real choice to optimize 
payloads and durability with steel 
or aluminum bodies and trailers; 
complete in-shop capabilities 
for custom wheelbases and axle 
arrangements.

Attachments: Full range of 
self-unloading options and fittings 
for related equipment: augers, 
hoppers, dump hoists, bale  
deck, box splitter and more.

Tailgates: Customize your 
truck with hinge placements and 
configurations to match your 
material type and loading needs; 
ask about obstruction-free 
cleanout and quick-release roll 
top systems.

Electrical: Cottrill designs your 
electrical features to run on sealed 
wiring harnesses and weather-
tight junction boxes for worry-free 
operation with fast troubleshooting 
and easy access. 

Hydraulics:  We install only 
3-line hydraulic systems with 
premium grade hoses and fittings 
from preferred quality brands.

Routings: Extra attention to detail 
eliminates problems before they 
start – Cottrill takes every step to 
protect wiring, hydraulics and air 
lines from potential pinch points, 
abrasion and impacts. 

Finishing: The extra minutes 
we invest in paint pays off in 
years of protection for you – all 
components are carefully stripped 
and sandblasted before we prime 
with epoxy and finish with a tough 
urethane top coat.

Lubrication: Beka-Max optional 
auto-greasing systems take the 
time and hassle out of routine 
servicing, so you know it gets 
done right!

Service: Cottrill works with you 
for the life of your truck: warranty 
service; safety inspections, emissions 
tests, collision repairs; servicing for 
air, hydraulic and electrical systems; 
sandblasting and paint.

“Built by Cottrill”


